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IrTRODUCTION

Problem and Purpose of the Study

In the traditional school, a child's ability to learn

was measured largely by his mental alertness and his bio-

logical inheritance. within recent years the environmental

influences have been recognized as playing an important

part in determining not only learning activities but be-

havior mannerisms as well. Tests have been worked out by
;sychologists whereby the factors that influence a child's
behavior and learning ability may be measured to a certain

extent. The results of these tests, in many instances, have
been revealing, and distinct correlations have been found
between achievement and environmental factors, between

achievement and personality, and between achievement and

intelligence.

The alert teacher, alive to the fact that all behavior

is caused, is anxious to avail herself of all the knowledge
that science can offer to help her in understanding her chil-

dren in order that she may better help them meet their needs.
jhe hears about the results of certain tests in a school,

and she wonders if these tests would help her any, would

give her any needed information, or if they would be mere
scraps of paper.

"1

THPTER I
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The purpose of this study is to give the results of a

testing program in the low seventh grade of an urban school

wherein intelligence, personality, achievement, and socio-

economic tests were given. The primary purpose of the tests

was to determine what influence, if any, the environmental

factors played in the individual learning process, but

attention was given to othe2 phases of the learning process

as well.

,ource of data

Thirty-four low seventh grade pupils of the Pleasant

Liound School were used in raking this study. lore than

forty pupils were tested at various times during the year,

but for various reasons parts of some of the tests were not

filled out, Lind sofe Oi the students were absent on the

days when the tests were given. 'or these reasons, only

thirty-four pupils were selected and these had taken the

complete set of tests: intelligence, personality, achieve-

ment, and socio-economic.

In September, 1946, the group under consideration was

given the Luhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Tests. 1  The

teacher, early in the year, got from these tests a fairly

clear picture of the material that she had to deal with,
from a mental standpoint. The group was given the 2 ims

1Luhlmann, i., and &nderson, _.G., Lianual for 6corin-and Administerinr .the ,uhlrann-4nderson Tests, p.1.



core ard for ocio-conoictatus in October. 2  This

score card through an ingenious set of questions, developed

the facts about the general cultural, social, and economic

home background.

Jith this information in mind, the teacher keot a close

watcii on the development of the pupils throughout the year.

-n anecdotal record wtas kept of some of the children, and

causes of behavior were looked for and examined. in ay,

an achievement test,, the Unit i cales of attainment developed

by branon and others, was given. 0  This was followed by an

.d justment uestionnaire furnished by the city school ad-

ministration; this was also given in L-ay. 4

The information gathered in these tests and from the

anecdotal records kept during the year served as a basis

for the considerations contained in this study.

Conditions Z:xistin in the School

The Xleasant Lound school had an enrollment of 500

pupils for the year 1946-47. There were twelve teachers in

the school.

The school setting is unique in some respects. uIleasant

Lound serves an area of dallas which is suburban, and con-

sists of moderate homes of the working class people. There

ims, Verner ., The Ieasurement of ocio-Jconomic
status, p. 1.

3Unitcales of ttainment, p. 1-4.
4Adjustnment .uestionnaire, pp. l-3. (Iimeographed).
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are no extremely wealthy people in the district nor are

there very poor ones. The majority of the wage earners are

skilled tradesmen who have good jobs, but who have compara-

tively little cultural background from the standpoint of

college education and professional skills. The district

might be rated "middle class" by sociologists, and one of

the distinguishing traits is the "sameness" of the people

and the neighLborhood. buch a group of children should make
an interesting study to see if the "sameness" characteris-

tics are repeated in the children.

-Tlated tudies

There have beK n a number of studies made on the re-

lationship of the environment to achievement, and other as-

Deats of the learning process.

lolling sworth made a study of the ways in which soci-

ability can be developed in the elementary pupil. According

to her, it is impossible to separate a pupil's intellectual

functions from his motives, emotions, and social adjust-

ments.5 The main purpose of her study was to find out which

boys and girls were accepted by the groups, and determine,

if possible, what could be done to help the pupils who were
not accepted. secondary purpose was to determine what

types of classroom activities were desirable for this pur-

pose.

5Li1a Mollingsworth "ilow sociability Can be Developedin ~ ~ ~ 6- th1 emnay~col Unp:ublished Lasterls Thesis,iorth &exas ate Colleae, 1940, .2
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;ollingsworth administered four standardized tests in

evaluating the children, and her study was based on the re-

sults obtained from these tests. The study differs from

the present one in that this study stresses the relation-

ship of the socio-economic background to other phases of

the educative process--personality, intelligence, and at-

tainment.

In 19LO Clark made a study of a group of thirty-five

children in the Albany school to deterimiine the relationship

of the socio-economic background to achievement, in particu-

lar, and personality and intelligence as secondary considera-

tions. 6  -our standard tests were given the children and the

correlation of one phase of the learning process to the

other was made. Clark found that the socio-econonic status

played a large role in the personality development of the

gr oup studied, made a significant contribution to school

achievement, and played a small part in determining the in-

telligence score of individual ruails.

This stud arallels Clark's in many instances. Clark,

however, had a more varied socio-economic group of pupils

than are found in the pleasant Lound group of pupils. The

two studies should preSent some interesting comparisons.

6T. ]'rances Clark, "A Com-parative Study of nviron-
mental Conditions and Their ,elation to .chievement, per-
sonality, and Intelligence of fifth Grade Pupils," Unpub-
lished Laster's Thesis of North Texas state College, ide-
partment of Uducation, p. 2.
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D~cfinition of Terms

)ocio-economic simly means all the things that go to

make up the child's environment--education of parents, type

of home, occupation of parents, reading habits, and general

environmental conditions.

kesonality is the individual's own unique system of

presenting himself to the world--the effect that a person

creates upon other people.

-ehi ent is the thing accoriplished; a child's

achievement in school is the type of work that he accom-

plishes.

xrocedure

T2he thirty-five pupils studied were given the i uhl,:ann-

lnderson Intelligence Tests in september, and the dims $core

Card for 5ocio-Lconomic status in ctober. The results of

these tests were recorded and analyzed for the purpose of

determining, as far as possible, the reactions of the pupils

to many school situations.

In Lay, an achievement test, the Unit scales of At-

tainment was given the group, and an adjustment *uestion-

naire was also given. The results of these tests were also

tabulated and the relationship between the socio-economic

status and other phases of the program1 studied. These data

comprise the second chapter of this study.
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A study was made also of the children during the year.

Close observation was :ade on the group, and in a number of

instances, anecdotal records were made. The study of the

individual pupils coxoprises Chapter III. in the concluding

chaDter, the findings and conclusions of the study are

given.



CPT:S2 II

PiRE33N TATlI ANb AN ALY$13 03 DATU 2i&0URiED FROLI FOUiL

TZT3 CIITN THEE L0' D">T I rRDPUPIL. 12 II TEE

PLEASNT LIObTJI 2CROOL

Purpose of the Chapter

The purpose of this chapter is to present the data and

interpretations of the four standard tests as given to

thirt-four students in the pleasant Lound school, Dallas,

Texas, in 1946-47.

)ata secured From environmental l tudies

The data from the ;ims core Card for Socio- E conomic

.tatus used in this study reveal the general cultural and

economic home background of the pupils.1

Table 1 shows the total socio-economic status score

and the class r nk of each of thirty-four children in the

Pleasant Lound school in 1946-47. Luringw the school year

more than forty pupils were enrolled in the low seventh

grade, but only the pupils who were present all year and who

had taken all the tests were evaluated in this study. One

of the first reactions to the table is that there is a large

verner . jimTs, The LIeasurement of ocio-.zconom1ic
status, pp. 11-12.

2 JIbifd.

8
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T1.BLE. 1

THEL TOTAL COCIQ-EONG1I w T TUSlW &SGQ)L iD TE CLI4S
RAK- OF 7IE TI.TY-FQU.1R UIL3 IN TLLELU E; NjH

1946-47, A$ DiT J'INED bY TE I sCOE A 0D
FOR 20010-EC0 T NOhIC SThITJ$

2upil -oC io- Ola ss
.6conomiic Rank

Core
...........

A

'3

B

0

c
1)

E

N

T

U

AB
AC
AD

11
17 .1
27
111
8

15
18
27
12
14

17.1
13
18

15

15
18.
12
1q3.1
16

6
14.1
14
17
15
15

18.2
16
21
19

29.5
11.5

29.5
22

17.5

27.5
21.5

11.5
25
8.5

34
25

17.5
284.
27.5
23
i.5

33
20
21.5
13
25
17.5

14 o 5
4
5
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T212E 1 (Continued)

Punil Socio- Class
economic dank
Score

aE 18 8.5
AF 9 31

23.1 2
AE 1517.5

number of similar or closely related scores. The highest

score was twenty-seven, and this, according to the manual

of directions, is a relatively high score. 2  The second

score was twrenty-three and the third v;as twenty-two. Both

of these scores were high.

Noticeable thing about the tests, however, was the

large number of similar scores. Twenty-four of the children

scored between ten and twenty. These scores bear out the

statement in the early part of the study that the majority

of tho students were from the so-called "middle class"t

nomes. ihe Lanual of Diroctions for interpretin the score

states that those ranging from tan to twenty are medium

low to medium high" . 3

There were only four low scores made in the entire

group, and these ran-ed from five to nine. These records,

2 Ibid.

3Ibid.



according, to the manual of Directions for interpreting the

socio-economic status, were very low. 4

Nhen the highest score ras compared with the lowest,

there was a difference of sixteen points. However, the

median of twelve represented the medium group as described

in the Lanual of Directions.

Data &ecured frou the Intelligence Tests

Table 2 presents the data taken from the Kuhlmann-

Anderson Intelligence Tests which were given to the students

in September, 1946.

TABLH 2

THI ITLLIGNI'CE SCO13 A"D TE CLASS 0T , 02 TE
THIIRT-,OUR FUIL2 OF TE PLfSANT 1LUTD SCHOOL
AB DETSLI'=D BY THE OTI $LF-ADINISTE ING

T'r'',3T 3 OF ENTL AILITf

Pupil intelligence Class
o core Rank

A 100 20.1
B 117 6.5
C 117 6.5
D 126 2.5

116 9

F 70 34G 100 20.1
H 114 10.5
1 114 10.5

102 19

4Kuhlmann, F., and anderson, E.G., Hanual for adminis-
terino and Scoring the Luhlmann-ndersonTests, 4.

5Ibid.
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TABIE 2 (Continued)

Lupi1 Intelligence Class
c1 ore I -ank

AA

AB

0

P

T

U

Y

AA
AB
AC

AD?

AE

97
112
127
84

103

74
117

84
112
111

96
103
117

98
120
91

112
98
90
93

73
104

98
126

25
13
1

30.5
17.5

32
6.5

30.5
13
15

26
17.5
6.5

23
4

23

13
23
29
27

33
16
23
2.5

As indicated in the data, this particular group of

children ranked high in these tests. according to the

scale of measurement, a score of eighty-five is relatively

low but a range of 100 to 127 is relatively high. in this

group of thirty-four pupils, only thirteen fell below 100

in intelligence rating, and seven of these had scores of

ninety or above. ae lowest score made was seventy and the
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highest score made was 127, wliich gives a range of fifty-

seven points. Three of the girls were the same age and

ranked 117, 117, and 116, respectively. &he pupils under

consideration, it is indicated, were medium high in in-

telligence qualifications.

.data Jecured from Adjustment questionnaire

Table 3 gives the scores the thirty-four pupils made

on the Adjustment Test. These tests were made on the basis

of 100 as a perfect score. The highest score made was

ninety-three and the lowest was thirty-eighPt.

T 2 OA jE-, NL CRE,.:D THE CLAS 1N 0-1 ZA OH
02 I TIIRTY-F OT2 L0W SELZ7TH G7 DE PU ILS I H7

PThAM1NT JUD 7 
F uT Tiw 94-47

fliNVL7D BY .K ADWJTU3 iT 3S T IlONi

PLer sonality
SCore

77
93
93
86
92

38
92
92
91
81

85
77
78
89
90

Cla ss
>fank

28.5

2
2

15
5

34
5
5
7.5

20 *5

17.5
28. 5
2o %,-25.5
12
10

Pupil

G
*iA

0

I
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T 2I 3 (Continued)

Uipil Personality Class
z)c ore Lank

P 86 15
90 10
85 17.5

3 77 28.5
T 86 15

U 80 22.5
V 63 33

79 24
81 20.5

Y 80 22.5
75 31

AA 91 7.5
,4 87 13
AC 90 10
AD 82 19

74 32
78 25.5

AG 77 28.5
93

Of the thirty-four pupils, eleven made scores between

ninety and ninety-three, twelve students made scores between

eighty and ninety, and nine made scores between seventy and

eighty. This accounts for thirty-two of the pupils. Of the

remaining two students, one made a score of sixty-eight and

the other a score of sixty-three. The majority of the

pupils, it is seen, were closely grouped in the scoring.

F, the student who made the extremely low score of

thirty-eight on the adjustment questionnaire, had a socio-

economic score of fifteen and an intelligence score of
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seventy-nine. his achievement score was 74.5. :pecial

attention has been given this pupil in the anecdotal study

which will be reported later.

Data from chievement &ests

The achievement scores were figured from the Unit

scales of -chievement. 6  Table 4 shows the results of the

tests.

TAEi BLE, 4

TEI TOTAL A2AG]- ACHIEVE=T I 
COI 1E3 DUCATIOTAL

A , N THCLASS3 3R"NK I I ~ll OF E (71 T ,:,E THIRT-OU
UPLILS I P T LEATAI L uN SCHOOL fOiz T"I T2
1946-47, A- D17i171D LY Th UIlT 30 LT OF

iAC;.,IE2V~"I TIITT

PupDil Achievement Educational Class
core -Age ankI

75 14.10 21.5
85.1 15 12

C 89 15 7
90 13

E 90 13

74.5 15.2 -3
G 82 13 16

83 14 13
I 90 15

72 13 28.5

73 12.8 25
L 82 13 16
1, 93 13 2
N 72 13 28.5
0 69 11.5 31

6 
i to 

h

unit scales of Achievement.
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T:A3LE 4 (Continued)

Pupil chievement educational Class
Score Age

P 65 10 34
94 11
75 15 21.5

S 89 14
T 86 14.2 11

U 82 16 16
v 78 12 19

89 14
76 13.8 20

Y 88 15 9.5
2z 82 13.8 16

AA 82 13.8 16
A3 72 13.5 28.5
AC 73 11.1 25
AD 68 12 32.5

AE 68 13 32.5
at 72 13 28.5
AG 73 14 25

88 15 9.5

The highest score made was ninety-four and the lowest

score was sixty-five. .our of the students scored between

ninety and ninety-three, and ten scored between eighty and

ninety. Fourteen students had scores ranging from seventy

to eighty. Only two of the students made scores below

sixty. h'ie students, in this instance, again showed a

strong trend toward "sameness" in many respects.

The educational age of the students ranged from six-

teen to ten years. Thirteen of the children, however, had

an educational age of thirteen years, while six had fourteen
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years or fractions thereof. Only four students were below

twelve years in educational age. The majority of the stu-

dents, it is indicated, were beyond their chronological age

in their educational achievement.

In fiuring the total scores, it was found that the

students made an average socio-economic score of seventeen,

an intelligence quotient average of 103.1, an average per-

sonality score of 81.0, and an average achievement score of

79.3. In each instance these were what might be called

middle e class" rankings.

Correlation of esults

Table 5 gives the correlation, according to the pearson

formula, 7 of the four factors affecting child development

that were considered in this study.

ThBLE S

C001ELA TI0T OF FOU F C201RS AF CTING CRILD DETERL.T

Basis for efficient of
Correlation Correlation

P'ersonality--;jocio-'. 'conoic tatus.. . . . .- 08
iersonality--Achievement -- 45 --- -- .+0.5
Intelligence-- ersonality- . - - - - . . . . 4
chievement--Qocio-aconomic tatus . . . . . . +05

Intellij, ence- -- Achievement- . . . . . . . . . . .+91
Int ell igence--docio-.''conomi c status. .. .4.09

Pearson, Iroduct-Loment Coefficient of Correlation,
0. 1.
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.Lrom observing this table, it will be seen that the

highest correlation was between intelligence and achieve-

ment. The correlation between personality and socio-eco-

nomic status was a negative .- 08 which did not indicate too

great a relationship. Jhe relationship between personality

and achievement, too, ;Vas not close. The coefficient of

correlation for intelligence and personality was .446,which

was not a relatively high degree, but mas much greater than

some of the other relationships. .hen the relation of the

environment, represented by the socio-economic status, and

the achievement were considered,there vas a coefIicient of

only .+05. The correlation between intelligence and socio-

economic status was .+09 which was some higher than the re-

lationships shorn between some o2 the other traits.

If these figures indicate relationships to any reliable

degree--and the possibility of error is not discounted--

there was a very close relationship between intelligence and

personality. The fact that a large number of pupils had

similar scores in all four factors and that in almost each

instance the one with the highest score in intelligence

ranked highest in achievement was noticeable throughout the

analysis oi the data. The high degree of relationship

shown in this area, then, indicates that the other scores,
perhaps, were indicative of the correlationship although

they were very low in most respects.
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Lindquist, in his First Course in statistics, has

the following ;;ord of caution in interpreting too objectively

measurements of traits:

If...the student of statistics in education
and psychology is to develop a sound statistical
Judc'ment, it is essential that he acquire a
thorough appreciation of the limitations of the
original data with which he will have to work.It is extremely important that he recognize how
seriously measures o-' ental traits--skills
abilities, aptitudes, attitudes, and educational
aclievements--are characterized by error and
ambiguity, and how inadequately we are able tocontrol these errors or to describe their nature
and magnitude by means o available statistical
and research technioucs

205-20(3.
8 -I. Lindquist, i First Course in s tatistics, pp.



CHAPTER III

0A5E 3TUDIE LX C)UAILJ iii TmE L0W jyE-VEnTH

EGRADj C)F Th2 PL 2A&SAT LIOUJD iiCHOOL

During the school year of 1946-47 the teacher kept a

record of the children in many ways beside keeping a list

of their grades made in various subjects. For one thing, re-

cent studies have brought the realization that behaviorr is

caused," and study has been given during the year to ascertain

the causes of different types of behavior observed. In the

studies given of the different pupils excerpts from the an-

ecdotal records kept of some of the children will be given.

Case Analysis of A

A as twelve years old and had spent four years, includ-

ing the year 1946-47, in the Pleasant Lound School.

In .eptember, 1946, A was riven the Kuhlmann-Anderson

Intelligence Tests. iFroim these tests, it was determined that

his intelligence quotieat was one hundred, which was average.

AIs class ra'ink on these tests was 20.1.

A was an excellent pupil, very retiring and quiet, and

gave the teacher little trouble in matters of discipline. lIe

was weak physically and this prevented an active participation

in many of the school's activities.

20
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The class rank of A on the Sims Score Card for Socio-

Economic status -as seventeen with a score of 29.5. There

were three other children in the family. His father was a

mechanic and he owned his own shop. Neither of the parents

had a college education. Thre o maga zinc s, including Qollie~it,

came into the home . A had a modern, comfortable home, and

the family had a good income.

had a good attitude toward all school activities, but

his physical condition prevented him from taking an active

part. He was well-liked by all his classmates. His hobby

was building model airplanes, and he seemed to take a great

interest in anything mechanical. This miay have been due to

the fact that his father was a mechanic and owned his own

garage, but 1 appeared to have an aptitude for things mechani-

cal.

On the Adjustment Test given in Kay, A scored seventy-

seven, with a class rank of 28.5. he was average in this,

and could be classified as more or less neutral--neither out-

standing nor mediocre.

On the Unit 3cale of Attainment Tests given in h.ay, A

,ade a score of seventy-five which gave him a class rank of

21.5 and an educational age of 14.1.

All of A's test scores showed a high degree of relation-

ship excePt intelligence. His rank on this was 20.1, while

his ranks on socio-economic status, personality, and achieve-

ment were 29.5, 28.5, and 21.5, respectively.
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B

B was twelve years old and had attended Pleasant hound

school only one year. She had attended four other schools

previously, which indicated that the family had moved from

place to place a number of times.

in eptember, 1946, B took the Kulhmann-Anderson In-

telligence Tests. fer intelligence quotient, as established

by these tests, was 117, which was above average. her class

rank was 6.5.

B was an excellent student from the standpoint of as-

suming responsibilities and preparing her lessons. She

learned with little effort, and had a great deal of idle

time on her hands.

On Simb Score Card for $ocio-Econoaic status, B made

a score of 17.1. This score gave her a class rank of 11.5.

he was an only child. The father had a responsible position

as a foreman of a n-roup of more than ten men. The family of

three lived in a siz-room house, orined a modern automobile,

and more than three magazines came into the home monthly.

The father and mother were high school graduates. An average

number of books was available for reading in the home. 13 was

secure in the adequate income of her family, in the becoming

clothes that she wore, and in the love and care of her parents.

B made a total of ninety-three on the Adjustment Test

which gave her a class rank of two. She was well-liled by

her classmates, and was popular in the group.



On the Unit Jcales of Attainment Tests, B made a total

average achievement score of 85.1. This .;ave her an edu-

cational age of fifteen and a class rani: of twelve.

There v-as some variation in the relationship shown be-

tween the tests given B. On personality she ranked two and

in intelligence her class r Ynk was 6.5. however, the socio-

economic rank was 11.5 and the achievement rank was twelve.

0

C had attended two other schools before coming to Plea-

sant hound, but she had been in this school four years.

3he was diven the huhlmann Intelligence Pests in Sep-

tember of 1946 and scored 117 with a class rank of 6.5. This

was above the average.

She had good work habits and was always prompt in les-

son preparation. However, she had to apply herself to learn

the assignments and she worked hard. She was a leader in

athletics, and did a treat deal of etra-curricular work in

this respect.

o was given a score of twenty-three on Sims Score Card

for Socio-Econowiic Status. This cave her a class rank of

three. 1er father was a contractor and she was an only child.

Both parents had attended high school but neither had (one

to college. C's mother belonged to a number of clubs, they

attended concerts occasionally, spent their summers away from

home, lived in an eiLht-.--oom house, and took a variety of

magazines.



C-was an acknowledged leader of her group. On the Ad-

justment Test she scored ninety-three, which gave her a class

rank of two. ihe was well-liked and well-adjusted in every

respect.

C was iven an average achievement score of eighty-nine,

which gave her a class rank of seven.

C showed a close relationship between all the scores

made on the different tests. Her rankc in intelligence was

6.5 and she was rank~e three in socio-economic rating . The

had a rank of two in personality and of seven in achievement.

D

D was thirteen years old and had attended Pleasant kound

;chool for six years. he had attended a school in another

county when he first began going to school.

D scored 126 on the huhlmann-Anderson intelligence Test,

which gave hiim a rating of 2.5.

D was an excellent pupil in every respect. Ie was very

studious and his hobby was reading.

The class rank of D on the Qims 3ocio-conomic Jcore

Card was 29.4, with a score of eleven. There was one other

child in the family. his rather was a salesman and they lived

in a three-room house. his father had attended high school

but his irother had not. Ilo magazines were subscribed for,

and there were few books.

Kotwithstanding the meagre library at home, D mranaged



to read a great deal. He scored eighty-six on the personality

test, and ninety in achievement average. This gave hir a

ranking of fifteen and four, respectively, in these tests.

There was a close re lationship between all of DIs scores

except the one in the socio-economic score. This was 29.4,

while his other scores were fifteen and feur, respectively.

In this instance, D's superior intelligc ouotienit enabled

hi to overcoa.e his lower socio-economic rating.

L' was another little girl that ranked very close to B

and C. 2he had attended four other schools previous to

pleasant h.ound, and these had been at ariry bases scattered

throughout the country. hei was aImost thirteen years old.

E scored 116 in intelligence, and this gave her a class

rank of nine. B and C had scored 117 each in intelligence,

and they all had simiilr ranks. EJ scored ninety-two on per-

sonality, and ninety in achieverrent. her socio-econoic

status, however, was only eight, and she ra-nke' twenty-two

in class in this IesPect.

The relationship between her scores was close except in

the socio-economiic satuas score. In this instance, she ranked

far below the other girls. E, however, was ambitious, and

she was above the average in i ntelligence. She worke hard

at her books m iad reae ecellent grades in a1l subjects. 3he

was accepted by her -. roup in spite of iany such handicaps
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as inadequate clothes and personal belongings. superior in-

telligence, neatness, and. aribition evidently compensated

2or many other lacks in her caoe.

F

F was thirteen years old, and had attended Pleasant

found Jehool all the tiLme sire he started to school. his

father ws a contractor, and. mad attended college. Iis

mother was a high scho<L gr aduate. is teacne:' described

him as a "poor, poor puoil," and one that had to be -iven

special promotions. His socio-economic status, according

to Jima $ocio-Arconomic statuss 3core card, was eight and

his class rank was 17.6. 5 i. intelligence score was

seventy, trho lowest in class, and hIs personality

score was also the lowest. 1t was only thrity-eight. In

achievement, however, aadee an average of 7L.. Ee ha

almost an uncanny talent for trading, and 'is acnievesnt

t ests in ar ithmetic, both ifndamentals and problems, were

high. Se ~mde a score L ninety-ire . in elementary science,

and his reading: score was eighty-six.

aThere was not a close relationship between any o Ar

scores e:ce L in socio-economic status and inte1li ence.

s ranks in ubese were 17.5 and 0.1, respectively. His

personality rank was thirty-fhur and his achieveent was

twenty-three in class rank. because of these variations, the

teacher kept an anecodotal record of F which will be be

given later.
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G

G was thirteen years old and had attended Pleasant

hound school for seven years. his socio-economic status was

eighteen with a class rank of 28.b. his intelligence quo-

tient was one hundred and his class rank here wias 2J.1. Ie

had a class rank of five in personality with a score of Lninety-

three, and a ran of sixteen on an achievement average score

of eighty-two.

G.s father was a foreman for a iint and Body 3hop. 1is

parents had attended hiLh school but did not ,o to college.

The family took no magazines, end had few books. G, however,

had a -reat deal of dramatic talent, and he was well-liked

by all his classmates. his personality score, it is seen,

Ias high. The relationships between the different rankings

he was -iven was varied. These rankings were ten in socio-

economics, seven iin intelligence, two in personality, and

thirteen in achievement.

H

T was twelve years old and had been in the Pleasant

o.ound school for four years. * ne haE a socio-economdic score

of twenty-seven, an intelligence score of 114, a personality

score of ninety-two, an an achievement score of eighty-two.

is rankings in these respective areas were 1).5, five, and

thirteen respectiveby. There was a close relationship be-

tween the first three rankings, but a wider variance was found

between the achievement rank and the others.
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I

I was another pupil who had lived in war construction

centers. er father was a carpenter, and she had attended

school at two other pDlaces before cowing to pleasant mound

where she had been attending four years. Her tests gav, her

a socio-economic score of twelve, intelligence score of 114,

personality score of ninety-one, and achievement score of

ninety. lass rankings in these different fields were 27.5,

10.5, 7.5, and four, res)ectively. L1e relationships be-

tween the . st three were verY close, but there was a wide

variation fro the socio-economic status rank with the others.

J had attended Ileas,-nt ound Qchool for two years.

,he w1 larg for her age of thirteen years, and showed

little interest in the school. her father was a molder, and

they lived in a iice six-roo nouse. The family, however,

had few books, and belonged to no clubs or organizations.

The scores of J on the different tests were as follows:

socio-econo-mic status fourteen, intellignce quotient, eighty-

one, personality rating, 102, and achievement performance,

seventy-two. lass rankings in tniese tests were 21.5, nine-

teen, 20.5, and 23.5. There was a wide variation between

the personality and other class rankings, but the relation-

ship between others was not far apart.
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had been in the 'leasant mound -chool for two years

and had attended two other schools before coming to this

one. his father was a carpenter, and L was the only child.

he family of three lived in a nice three-room house. s

scores on the different tests were as follows: 17.1 on

socio-econotiic status, ninety-seven in intelligence rating,

eighty-five on ersonality, and seventy-three average

achievement score. Glass rankings in these wvere 1l.b,

twenty-five, 17.5, and twenty-five, respectively. personal-

ity and intelligenCe, it is seen, were the same, but the

other scores varied widely, especially in the achievement

ranking.

L has attended pleasant ound school for seven years

and is twelve years old. is ather was a machinist and had

recently retired from the navy. nhey lived in a nicz five-

roo : hone.

The scores that LU made on the ifferent tests were as

follows: wocio-economic status, thirteen, intelligence

quotient, 112, per3onality ratinC, seventy-seven and aver-

a<e achievement score was eighty-two. 'lass rankings for

these were twenty-five, thirteen, 28.5, and sixteen, respeot-

ively. The relationship between these areas was close in all
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except the intelligence quotient. &his was at variance with

the other scores.

L was an adopted child, iandhad the highest intelligence

quotient in th.e school. aha d attended .Cleasant -ound school

for two and one-hal) years. Iis foster father was an elec-

trician. I was an excellent pupil, but he was a sickly child

and attended shool irregularly. His scores in the different

tests follow: ocio-economic status, eighteen, intelligence

quotient, 1272, rsonality, seventy-eig-ht and achievement,

ninety-two. Class ranking in these tests were 8.5, one,

25.5 and two, respectively. There was a close relationship

be teen inteligence and achievement, but the other scores

varied considerably. i' personality score was low, because

he did not associate very freely with the other children.

\ was thirteen years old and had attended Ileasant mound

aohool for two years. .is 4-ater was a floor sander, and

owned part of the business. The family lived in two roons,

had no books, and took no riagazines. either of his .arents

had attended high school; they went to few places away from

hoEe, and did not belong to any clubs.

U's scores on thie tests were as follows: ocio-econoic

status, five; intelligence quotient, eighty-four; ersornalitv



s core, ighty-nine; and aver e a chieveent score, seventy-

two. Class rankings in these tests were thirty-four, 30.5,

twelve, and 28.5, rosp ctivlr. in this respect, a close

r elationshi between socio-ocono ic status and. achievement

are noticeable.

O was thirteen years old, and had attended school eirht

years. .er father was a truc: driver an the family of ten

people lived in an einht-roo.1 nouse. either father nor

:other Lad attended high school. The family had a number

of books anK took one magazine.

s scores on the different test0 were as follows:

docio-economic, thirteen, intelligence quotient, 103; per-

sonality score, ninety; and average achievement score, sixty-

nine. 0lass rankings on th ese tests were twenty-five, 17.5,

ten, and thirty-orne, respect lively. The relationships be-

tween the scores varied widely, but was closest between per-

seiality and intelligence.

11 had attended Pleasant IounLd school for seven years.

her father was a carpenter, and tie family of three lived in

a five-room house. "er scores on the different tests were

as follows: ,ccio-econonic status, fifteen; intelligence

quotient, seventy-four; personality score, eight- in; and



average achievement score, sixty-fi Ie. -la s- ranvkings or

these tests were 17.5, thirty-two, fifteen, and thirty-four,

respectively . here was a close rolationsLip between the

rankings for socio-econoric status and intelli:ence, but

the other rankings were at variance. le rank for averoa

achievement score was very low. .n anecdotal study was

made of tais pupil.

4 was thirteen years old, was an orphan, and was a ward

of the county. he lived with foster parents in a nice home

but had few opportunities. Sne had a bad case of osteomely-

t is an-d was absent from sc -ool a great deal. however , she

was a willing pupil an wAs considered unusualv reliable

by tne teachers.

IAs scores on the different tests were as follows:

ocio-economic score, eighteen, intelligence score, 117,

personality score, ninety, and a chievsment score, ninety-

four. lass rankings for tese resctive scores were 28.5,

6.5, ten, and one. 'ere was an extremely close relation-

ship between intelligence, personality, aAd achievreent.

The sccio-economic score, in this instance, had little re-

lationship.

A had been in the Ileasant iound -chool for only one

year. her father was a butcher, and the family of five



lived in a five-room house. was a weak pupil, and lacked

background Ior her work. aer scores in the different tests

were as follows: docio-econom-ic score, twelve, intelliCence

quotient, eighty-fou4 pr-sonality score, eig;hty-five, and

average achieve ent score, twenty. lass rankingQ in these

different areas were 27.5, t.5, 17.5, and 21.5, respectively.

The closest relationship shown here as between intelligence

quotient and personality, but the relationships between socio-

economic status and achievement was significant.

o had attended the Ueasant Lound chool for seven years.

.is father was a mechanic, and there were two other children.

hne family lived in a five-room house, and Lad a comfortable

income, but no savings.

1'sscores on tine different tests were as rollow;s:

socio-economic status, 13.1; intellectual quotient, 112; per-

sonality score seventy-seven; an average achievement score,

eighty-nine. Olass rankings on t hose tests were twenty-three,

thirteen, 28.5, and seven, respectively. There appears to

be a close relationship between intellectual quotient and

achievement in this instance, and a relationships between

socio-econonic status and personality.

T

T had attended Pleasant hdound .chool for seven years.

he was a model pupil, and did good work at all times. i



father was a carpenter, and the family of four lived in a

four-room house. T's scores on the different tests were as

follows: $ocio-economic status, sixteen; intellectual quo-

tient, 111; personality score, eighty-six; and average

achievement score, eicghty-six. (lass rankings on these

tests were fourteen, live, fifteen, fifteen, and eleven,

respectively. here was a close relationship between all

these ranks, es-pecially the last three.

U was thirteen years old and had attended school eight

years. he had. been attending pleasant i,,ound cool for five

years. His socio-economic status was only six, but his in-

telligence Quotient was ninety-six. is personality score

was eight-, and his average achievement score was ei:hty-two.

U was handica-pped in many ways; his father was a carpenter

and made an adequate income, but the family had little cul-

tural ba ckground. Class ranking on these tests were thirty-

three, twenty-six, 22.5 and sixteen. There appears to be

a direct relationship here between the socio-economic status

and achievement and personality.

V was one of the roble l children of the room. he

was thirteen years old, and had attended leasant ound Achool

for five years. er father was a carpenter, and a family of



seven lived in a three room apartment. LeA mother had at-

tended high school, but her father had not. The mother be-

longed to the L-ub-Cap Club. There were few books and no

magazines in the home.

I's scores on the different tests were as follows:

Docio-economic status, 14.1; intelligence quotient, 103;

personality score, sixty-three; and averac achievement

score, seventy-eight. aer class ranks in these tests were

twenty, 17.5, thirty-three, and nineteen. The relationship

between the socio-economic status and the personality and

achievement scores appears to be very decided. In this in-

stance., Vhas a fairly high intelligence quotient; other

factors prevent her complete adjustment. iier attendance at

school was poor. was liked by the other pupils.

7a was an excellent pupil, and was considered an ex-

cellent student by her teachers. 'he was well-liked by the

group, and was a hard worker and was very painstaking. There

were eight members of the family and they lived in a five-

room house. The scores she made on the different tests were

as follows: Docio-economic status, fourteen; intelligence

quotient, 117; personality score, seventy-nine; and average

achievement score, eighty-nine. Class rankings 'on these

scores were 21.5, 6.5, twenty-four, and seven. In this



instance there is revealed a close relationship between

socio-economic status and personality, and intelligence and

achievement.

X was eleven years old, had been in the pleasantt L--ound

School for five years, and was what the itate classifies as

an exceptional child.. he had a speech impediment, and was

very timid and baclcvard about participating in the group

activities. -ler father worked in a hat factory, an-d the

family of five lived in a four-room house. &Ler scores on

the different tests were: Locio-economic status, seventeen;

intelligence quotient, ninety-eight; personality score,

e igt -one; and average achievement score, seventy-six.

Class rankings on those scores were thirteen, twenty-three,

20.5, anu. twenty. The realtionship was closest between

socio-economic status and personality.

Y

Y was twelve years old, had been in Pleasant hound

School one year, and the family of six people lived in a six-

room house. His father worked at hollarns publishing Company.

The parents had attended high school but not college. Y's

scores on the different tests were as follows: LDocio-eco-

nomic status, thirteen; intelligence quotient, 120; per-

sonality score, eighty; and achievement score eighty-eight.
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Class rankings in these tests were twenty-five, four, 22.5,

and 19.5. a close relationship between socio-economic status

and personality are revealed and between intelligence and

average achievement scores.

a was fifteen years old, had attended school in three

other places, and his hobby was steer-riding and hunting,

His father was a machinist and was head of his shop. There

were seven- people in the family, an& 1 had a comfortable,

seven-room home. The boy was a fair pupil, but only developed

a liking for school the past year. ne lacked home training,

but could be influenced through kindness to Jive cooperation.

Eis scores on the different tests were as follows: )ocio-

economic status, fifteen; intelligence quotient, ninety-one;

personality score, seventy-five; and average achievement

score, eighty-two. his class rankin-s in these scores were

17.5, twenty-eight, thirty-one, sixteen. A close relation-

ship is apparent between all thse scores.

A- was thirteen years old, :nad attended pleasantt hound

School for six years, and was a leader in Alis group. Je had

artistic talent. "is father was a machinist, and the family

had little cultural background. iis scores on the different

tests were as follows: socio-economic status, eighteen; in-

telligence quotient, 112; personality score, ninety-one; and
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average achievement score, eighty-two. Class rankings in these

scores were six, thirteen, 7.5, and sixteen, respectively.

Close relationship between intelligence and personality is

indicated, with a wider variance between socio-economic status

and avera :e achievement scores.

A-B

A-B was twelve years old and had lived in Pleasant Mound

community all her life. She had little initiative, was lazy,

and did not fit into the group activities of the school.

.er scores on the different tests were as follows: Socio-

economic status, sixteen; intelligence quotient, ninety-eight;

personality score, eighty-seven; and average achievement score,

seventy-two. Class rankings in these scores were 14.5, thirteen,

28.5, respectively. In this instance the close relationship

was between intellige nce and personality. The low score in

achievement was due to lack of effort.

A-C

A-C had attended Pleasant Mound School for seven years.

.e was a poor pupil, .ut ;ras cooperative. His father was a

carpenter and the family had a comfortable living, but little

cultural background. His scores on the tests were as follows:

3ocio-economic status, twenty-one; intelligence quotient,

ninety-eight; personality score, eighty-two; and average

achievement score, sixty-eight. Class rankings on these tests
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were four, twenty-three, ten, and twenty-five, respectively.

Lack of initiative caused the low achievement score rather

than lack of ability.

A-D

A-D was thirteen years old and had attended school in

pleasant hound for six years. his father was a grinder.

1oth father and iothr had attended college. The mother be-

longed to a number of clubs, attended concerts frequently,

and the family of four people live in a seven-room house.

-is scores on the tests were as follows: Soclo-economic

status, nineteen; intelli, ence quotient, ninety-five; per-

sonality, ei&ghty-two; and average achievement score, sixty-

eight. Class rankings in these tests were five, twenty-

seven, nineteen, and 32.5, respectively. The poor showing

in achievement was due, perhaps, to A-D's extreme tiridity.

Le was very shy and retiring.

A-E's father was a foreman in the big steel plant near

Dallas. The family ha little cultural backround, but a

Jdinc om e .A-E -was a dreamer and was the problems child of

the class and the school--had always shown this disposition.

His scores made on the different tests were: ocio-econoic

status, eighteen; intelligence quotient, seventy-three; per-

sonality score, seventy-fotur; and average achievement score,
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sixty-eight. Class r-nin:s in these scores were 3.5,

thirty-three, thirty-two, and 32.6. There is a close rela-

tionship between intelligence and personality, but the other

scores vary rather widely.

A--1

A-F had never lived anywhere else except in Dallas. her

father was a mechanic, nd had not a tendeK high school. Her

other had attended hi;h school. i-F was an only child. 3he

was fourteen years old, and a year behind her group on ac-

count of a serious &ajor operation. her scores on the tests

follow: Jocio-econo1 mic status, nine; intelligence score, 104;

personality score, seventy-eight; and average achievement

score, twenty-three. Class rankings in these scores were

thirty-one, sixteen, 25.5, and 20.5, respectively. Definite

relat ionship be teen the socio-economlic status and the aver-

age eachieveuent score is indicated. Personality, too, has

a close relationship between the socio-econoniic status.

A-G

A--G has attended three other schools besides Pleasant

Wound. He has been in this school one year. his father is

an electrician. His parents attended high school, but did

not go to college. his scores on the different tests follow:

6ocio-economic status, 33.1; intelli nce nuotient, ninety-

eight; personality score, seventy-seven, a average achieve-

Ment score, seventy-three. Class rankings on these scores
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were two, twenty-three, 28.5, and twenty-five, respectively.

A-G's achievement score was related to his personality score

in this repect, more than to the others.

A-1

A-Tts father was a minister and the family had moved a

number of ties. A-H had attended four different schools.

4is scores .,ade on the different tests follow: 2ocio-eco-

nomic status, fifteen; intelligence quotient, 126; personal-

ity, ninety-three; and average achievement score, eidhty-

eight. Class rankings for these scores were 17.5, 2.5, two,

and 9.5, respectively. The relationship between personality

and intelligence is very close, but varies between other

factors.

Anecdotal Record of 3omle -tudents

The information learned in the different tests indicates

the wide variety of problems with which the teacher had to

deal. These tests are valuable, but to the teacher who

really desires to understand child behavior, they are only

surface indications of real causes. i,,any factors enter in-

to the situation--hole influences, socio-economic conditions,

peer relationships, and the like. An anecdotal record kept

of the child from day to day, if the teacher knows how to re-

cord anecdotal inforTation, will provide the answers to many

such difficult problems.
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The teacher of the Pleasant Kound. chool did not keep

anecdotal records of all the children, but she did study

them all. The "problem boy" of the school, the fourteen

year-old girl who could not be induced to study, the three

girls who had almost the same intelligence quotient but dif-

ferent backgrounds--all of these were Material for the

teacher's anecdotal record. Excerpts from three case re-

cords are given.

Anecdotal Record of P

October 21

P came to school today in a new dress. It fit
too snugly, and vias a bright carmine red. She wore
red lipstick, and had tried to do her hair up on top
of her head. I savF the other girls looking at her.
P saw them, too, and she just tossed her head. I
saw her talking to one of the boys in the upper grade
at the noon recess.

november 2

P is not doing good work in her studies. I man-
aged to walk with her on her way home yesterday, and
she "braaged"' about how much money her father was mak-
ing. She told r:e also about an older sister, and a
party they had been to the night before.

November 18

P had another new dress today, and a pair of new
shoes that were high-heeled with a lot of fancy trim-
minE on them. She forgot to bring up her geography
lesoOn, and did not seem concerned that she did not
lhave it. "Lessons are a lot of bother," she non-
chalantly explained. Later in the day she told lie about
a party the family had had the ni,:ht before at the house.

January 3

The Christmas holidays are over. P talks constantly



about the number of presents that she received and
how much money they cos. * he chews gum every chance
she gets, and makes fun of the .girls that study.

Jay 5

The end of the school year is approaching. P
has merely drifted along in her work. Her intelli-
gence quotient might deter brilliant work, but she
does not apply whiat ability she has. She is inter-
ested mainly in attracting the attention of the oip-
posite sex, and bragging before the other girls.

I have studied] all year, and my hypotheses
for her case is that PI is not accepted by her
group. The other girls frown on her loud talk, her
gaudy clothes, and her general sir of braggadocio.
P, in her efforts to ignore them, goes deeper into
her undesirable behavior.

Case Studies of B C and E]

September 15

Three of the girls made almost the same intelli-
gence scures--B and C made 117 and E made 116. They
are all the same age, but E does not have many of
the opportunities that the other girls have. I think
they rould be good iMterial for study in many different
respects.

October 10

This morning the weather was real cool, and there
was a feeling of winter in the air. Band C both had
on new fall dresses, and they were much admired by the
other pupils. E was wearing a summer print, but it was
freshly laundered, and her hair was brushed until it
had a "satiny" look. She did not seem envious of the
other girls, but I noticed. her studying her lessons
very intently.

November 12

The class discussed Christmas parties yesterday.
wi did not say very much, but the class nominated her
for a part in the Christnias pageant that the school
will give. C and B were also nominated.



I saw and C andI playing together at the noon
hour. R and C appear to be well-adjusted personalities.
They have a -ood time, but do not appear to envy any-
one or to try tD press others with ;heir importance.

,,ay 15

I have watched the personality tests and the achieve-
ment scores of 3, C and E'. I think I will iot them all
down 'aoere I can look at them together and compare them.

scores of C, C and .

Pupil Socio-economic I.P. Personality average
status AclIevement
17.1 117 93 85.1

C 23 117 93 89

8 116 92 90

I mnew the Eirls had been close together in their
wor ll the yr, but t:.e similarity of the scores was
surprising. ijy hypotheses of the higher achievement
score thiat 9 made over tUe others is that she worked
Iarcer t' oQvercone what she felt to b -an inferior
socio-economic condition. Observation C (, and visits
to ler xome, however, brought the belie' that the lo.
socio-economic rating was due almost to tieak
of money . 3s famil aere intelligent, proud, and "put
there ?2r ot rd.

The Case of 2

September 15

The children taled about starting a savings ac-
count today -nd awing to' it through the winter. A
saia he did nIot 7ye any money, but that he could get
some from his father. 9 was contemptuous; he said he
had his own money.

I was somewhat supTrised. 9 has been very "say-
nOthing," and he is careless in his a-!pearance. I have
not hn time to get ell acquainted ;;ith the pupils yet.
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Eut he took out his pocketbookc and I saw a ten dollarbill and some change. He said he did not want to putany money in the bank:, thoud'h. 2aid h. used his moneyto trade on. He seemed very sure of himself in this
respect.

october 15

F does not take much interest in his school work.He does not care whether anyono likes him or not. Lieswappers in nis valk, and is indifferent.

October 30

F asked today about the bank. Lie said he had made.Live dollars on a trade and that he iClt put this in,and l.et his other capital work for him. I talked to himsome after school. his father is a contractor ad isentirely-:tself -ruade an. ' .s intelixigence scare is low,but Le iS a wizard with fiHures. he can count fasterthan ny fl he other pupils and seems to hare a doodunde rCtnding of problems. He does not like nlish
or reading.

.ovember 20

F ',as been trading aain He put five rore dollarsin the school bank today. Ie said he still ome money
oto work with ." I ak: wh hat hetradec. H' said heJought and sold calves. e uou gt thea. out in thecounar? roc the lare dairi', and he had a c at home

thane let them eed oil. hen the- dot up any size heeILouldse t e anL 0 ct wuners. I asledC hi rhat theco h!u it about t- s but he sai d co couldn't think..e is a shre-d boy in thing like that, but he surelydoes not ' Lis books.

December 20

2 brought be t-acher a Christmais )resent today..t was a acy boxo candy. I suspect that he yotitfrom some kind of a machine l He]lies to play themar-ble machines at the estaurants in the neighborhood.

january 20

F is still not akin an; proress in school. iedoes not like the other children and they do not likehim. le is not accepted in the 'roup.
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ebruary l4

F brought the teacher a Jalentine. It was one ofthe elaborate "lacy"l affairs thnt are bought at the
five-and-ten cent store. The teacher does feel that
shee has accomplished, little with the boy; he does likeher ii ne does not Iik the other pupils.

kay 27

F has iade poor grades all year except in his
arithnmetic. He has been promoted "on condition." Ihope is teacher next year will be cood to him, and
can find out more how to help hi. taan I have been
able to.

The Case of A-2

Seotember 15

A-E came to school with a lon? scratch across hisface today, and with one hand bandaged. I was about toasli wat had happeneci when the boys in the room began
to "razz" him for getting thrown the niP'ht before.
Questions developed the fact that A-E had been to arodohaddt been to L 1rodeo and nad gotten thrown off of a steer while tryingto "bull-doze" it. A- Zwas indifferent o the teasing,
but I saw himL try to trip one of the boys at recess.

September 30

A-E is a continual problem in discipline. doessnot come to school regularly, and when he does come heforgets to bring an excuse. His lessons are seldom
prepared, but he does not seem to care. He Days littleattention to the girls, and all his attention seems tobe for animals. 1e has a big, black, curly dog that isnamed Bud.. Bud does not come to school with him, butis waiting each afternoon at the bicycle rack for his
master.

October 12

I found an excuse to drive out by A-E's house thisafternoon. The family has a nice home, but the househas a run-down and il-kept appearance. A-E was play-ing with his dog, and 'he waved at me. I would like to
meet his people.
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October 27

Je had a social at the school this afternoon, but
none of A-E t s people were there. A- wore his old blue
denim trousers, and a checked sirt. Early :ll the
other children wore their "Sunday-clothes" for the
event. He took no part in any of the program.

December 20

The group was discussing Christmas parties today.
A-E got out his geography and start, to Looking at
pictures. He seems interested in travel.

January 11

A-E has been absent from school for three days.
went out to the house this afternoon. He was away from
home, but his mother said he had had the "flu." She
said he would be at school tomorrow. She acted as if
she was afraid I was going to send the truant officer.

march 3

A-E seemed almost happy today. I tried to get him
into the conversation, and he finally told us that his
father had bought him a horse. Me is going to train
it. He seems to have a way with animals; I saw him
feeding part of his lunch to a stray cat the other day.

.,ay 27

A-E has made such low grades that I can't promote
him to another grade. IHe doesn't seem to care, but I
am afraid he will not cone to school -ny more if he
has to stay in the same grade. He will be much larger
than the other children. I am going to give him some
special work this summer, and then conditionally pro-
mote hi in the fall. I feel i e he could ado good
work in some field if vie could reach him. My hypothesis
of his case is that h has lived to himself a great
deal. His father is gone from home a gCreat part of the
time, and the mother seems afraid of people. There are
reasons for A-E's bad behavior, I believe.

In evaluating the work of the pupils for the year, it

was surprising to tIhe teacher to learn how much helo the
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various tests were in understandin the difTerent children.

jhe is convinced t"e a ore detailed study and a greaterr

care in keeping anecdotal records will be o much benefit

in the program ior another year. 2he is convinced that

there are minny factors besides tha-itt o intelligence that

effect thie achievement scores of the pupils.



ClAPLTR IV

SUi11Y, CONCLUSIOLS, AND R1 COIIENIDA TIOK3

$ummary

Lhe purpose of the study has been to make a statistical

study through standard tests 01 tie socio-economic status,

intelligence quotient, personality score, and average

achievement record or thirty-four pupils in the low seventh

2rade co the pleasantt found school or ."allas, Texas. The

data as taken from four standard tests were tabulated and

the class rankings of the students worked out. The earson

formula for correlation of relationshiPS betw;un various

areas was used to determine the relationships between the

various factors. n individual case study was made of the

pupils, and anecdotal records were given to show the extent

of teacher-understanding of child behavior.

Conclusions

The following conclusions have been drawn from the data

:iven in the foregoing chapters:

1. The relationshipQ between intelligence and achieve-

ment was very close, and it was indicated that intelligence,

p perhaps, was th most important fact or in a achievement as a

whole .

49
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2. The puoils were on the same level in a great many

instances, with little variation in any factor. The re-

lationships between different factors, then, could be ex-

pected to vary little, and this was found to be true.

3. The data showed a negative correlation between the

socio-economic status and personality. in the individual

studies that were made of the children, it was found that

a L igh intelligence e score overcame much of the unfavorable

socio-economic background, but a low intelligence score and

a low socio-economic score combined, resulted in a low

ach ievement score.

4. intelligence and personality had a low score of

correlation. Some of the students with the highest scores

in intelligence made the lowest scores in personality. The

medium group, according to the individual studios, was uni-

form in this respect.

recommendationss

After the analysis of the data in the foregoing cIIaptes,

the following recommendations are made:

1. A teacher can learn a great deal about her pupils

and know more about how to aid them if she gives these

standard tests and makes a follow-up study of anecdotal

case records. The students in this group who were in what

could be called the "medium group" were uniform in their re-

action to class situations to a large degree. 2 he students
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with the high intelligence score and the low socio-e conomic

score did not present any particular problem, but the ones

with low scores in bouh these areas were problem pupils.

In order to better aid all the pupils, it is recommended

that the teacher give tests and supplement them with anec-

dotal records.

29 Few teachers, it is believed, know and understand

little about the use o2 statistical tests and measurements,

and the part that psychology plays in the learning process

of the child and of" his behavior. It is rfecoLlamended that

every teacher take courses in these subjects at some

teacher-training institution, not for gaining credit toward

graduation or a raise in salary, but for aiding her in

evaluating and helping the childr n in adjusting themselves

to life situations. The experience of the writer in making

this study has convinced her of its value, and has also

brought a realization of how much the teacher needs to know

if her work is to be valid and possess signifi canoe.
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